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Summary.   A study of Q&A interactions between venture capitalists and

entrepreneurs at the annual startup funding competition TechCrunch Disrupt New

York City found that venture capitalists posed different types of questions to male

versus female entrepreneurs. They tended to ask men (promotion) questions about

the potential for gains, and they tended to ask women (prevention) questions about

the potential for losses. The difference in questioning explains much of why female

entrepreneurs received five times less funding than their male counterparts.

A second experiment finds that the relationship between Q&A orientation and

funding is causal. Entrepreneurs who were asked promotion questions received

twice as much funding as those who were asked prevention questions.
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Both studies also revealed an actionable silver lining: If entrepreneurs reframe their

responses to prevention questions, they may be able to raise more funds.

There is an enormous gender gap in venture capital funding in

the United States. Female entrepreneurs receive only about 2% of

all venture funding, despite owning 38% of the businesses in the

country. The prevailing hope among academics, policy makers,

and practitioners alike has been that this gap will narrow as more

women become venture capitalists. However, homophily does not

seem to be the only culprit behind the funding gap. Over the past

several years, the U.S. has seen an increase in the number of

female venture capitalists (from 3% of all VCs in 2014 to an

estimated 7% today), but the funding gap has only widened.

Research my colleagues and I conducted offers new evidence as to

why female entrepreneurs continue to receive less funding than

their male counterparts. We observed Q&A interactions between

140 prominent venture capitalists (40% of them female) and 189

entrepreneurs (12% female) that took place at TechCrunch Disrupt

New York, an annual startup funding competition. Our study then

tracked all funding rounds for the startups that launched at the

competition. These startups were comparable in terms of quality

and capital needs, yet their total amounts of funding raised over

time differed significantly: Male-led startups in our sample raised

five times more funding than female-led ones.

When we analyzed video transcriptions of the Q&A sessions

(with a linguistic software program and manual coding), we

learned that venture capitalists posed different types of questions

to male and female entrepreneurs: They tended to ask men

questions about the potential for gains and women about the

potential for losses. We found evidence of this bias with both male

and female VCs.

According to the psychological theory of regulatory focus,

investors adopted what’s called a promotion orientation when

quizzing male entrepreneurs, which means they focused on

hopes, achievements, advancement, and ideals. Conversely, when

questioning female entrepreneurs they embraced a prevention

close
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orientation, which is concerned with safety, responsibility,

security, and vigilance. We found that 67% of the questions posed

to male entrepreneurs were promotion-oriented, while 66% of

those posed to female entrepreneurs were prevention-oriented.

The table below illustrates the key differences between promotion

and prevention questions. For example, take the topic of

customers. A promotion question would look into customer

acquisition, whereas a prevention question would inquire about

customer retention.

 

 

This difference in questioning appears to have

substantial funding consequences for startups. Examining

comparable companies, we observed that entrepreneurs who

fielded mostly prevention questions went on to raise an average of

$2.3 million in aggregate funds for their startups through 2017 —

about seven times less than the $16.8 million raised on average by

entrepreneurs who were asked mostly promotion questions. In

fact, for every additional prevention question asked of an

entrepreneur, the startup raised a staggering $3.8 million less, on

average. Controlling for factors that may influence funding

outcomes — like measures of startups’ capital needs, quality, and
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age, as well as entrepreneurs’ past experience — we discovered

that the prevalence of prevention questions completely explained

the relationship between entrepreneur gender and startup

funding.

We also noticed that the majority of entrepreneurs (85%)

responded to questions in a manner that matched the

question’s orientation: A promotion question begets a promotion

answer, and a prevention question begets a prevention answer.

This pattern of behavior perpetuates a cycle of bias in the Q&A

process that can aggravate the funding disparity. By responding in

kind to promotion questions, male entrepreneurs reinforce their

association with the favorable domain of gains; female

entrepreneurs who respond in kind to prevention questions

unwittingly penalize their startups by remaining in the realm of

losses. When it comes to venture funding, entrepreneurs need to

convince prospective investors of their startups’ “home run”

potential — it’s not enough to simply demonstrate that they’re

unlikely to lose investors’ money.

Fortunately, there’s an actionable silver lining to our findings: If

entrepreneurs change how they respond to prevention questions,

they may be able to raise more funds. TechCrunch Disrupt

entrepreneurs who were asked mostly prevention questions but

gave mostly promotion responses went on to raise an average of

$7.9 million in total funding. Conversely, those who responded to

mostly prevention questions with mostly prevention answers

went on to raise an average of only $563,000. So an entrepreneur

who is asked to defend her startup’s market share would be better

served by framing her response around the size and growth

potential of the overall pie than by merely stating how she plans

to protect her share of the pie.

These findings from our field study were correlational, so we

crafted an experiment to determine whether the relationship

between Q&A orientation and funding is causal. We recruited

both professional VCs (194 angel investors, 30% of whom were

women) and ordinary people (106 Amazon Mechanical Turk

users, 47% women).



Simulating the Q&A setting of TechCrunch Disrupt, we asked

participants to listen to four six-minute audio files consisting of

Q&A exchanges between investors and entrepreneurs. Each file

involved a different company and employed a distinct

combination of Q&A orientations, such that one had promotion

questions with promotion answers, another had promotion

questions with prevention answers, and so on. Since we used

actual TechCrunch Disrupt transcripts as the basis for the audio

files, we redacted the dialogue for any startup specifics and

standardized the clips to control for variations in quality and

stage. Participants had to allocate funds to each of the four

companies (using a total of $400,000 available to them) based on

their reactions.

The experimental results reinforced our findings from the field:

Entrepreneurs who were asked promotion questions received

twice as much funding as those who were asked prevention

questions. More important, we also confirmed the benefits of

switching orientation. Angel investors allocated an average of

$81,113 to startups in the prevention question, promotion answer

condition — 1.6 times larger than the $52,369 average allocated to

those in the prevention question, prevention answer condition.

Similarly, ordinary investors gave an average of $96,321 to the

prevention question, promotion answer condition — 1.7 times

larger than the $55,377 average given to the prevention question,

prevention answer condition.

Armed with the knowledge that promotion has advantages over

prevention, informed entrepreneurs can recognize question

orientation and frame their responses to benefit their startups.

Our findings suggest that the gender gap in funding is not likely

to narrow simply because more women are becoming VCs. Both

men and women who evaluate startups appear to display the

same bias in their questioning, inadvertently favoring male

entrepreneurs over female ones. Being cognizant of this

phenomenon can help investors approach Q&A interactions more

evenhandedly. By posing a balance of promotion and prevention



questions to men and women, investors grant all startups an

equal chance to display their worthiness and may even improve

their own decision making in the process.
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